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Easy language translator nexcore

Go to content A language translator for conversations with foreigners. An interpreter for conversations with locals. Easy communication with foreigners. / Ask questions in other languages. For travel, vacation or business trips. More than 100 languages / Translate words or phrases / Translate your voice / Listen to
translations (Text to speech) / Send voice as MP3 (Long click on bubble) / Quick and easy / Voice recognition (Voice to text) / Beautiful graphics. – It needs an internet connection- Some languages don't have speech screenshots Get this app or download .apk your photos here! Download Language Translator easily Quick and easy. More than 100 languages / Text translation / Voice translation / Listen to your translation / Use your voice / Add to favorites / Share and Send translations / Copy translations / Speech into text / Text into words / beautiful graphics with many themes / Save or Share translations like MP3 / Display text as
big signs. – it needs an internet connection - some languages do not have voice / voice Permissions Notice: External storage for caching and voice saving as MP3 Supported languages: Afrikaans, Albanians, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bengali, Bosnia Bulgarian, Catalan, Cebuano, Chinese

(Simplified), Chinese (traditional), Croatia Denmark Netherlands, England, Esperanto, Estonia, Philippines, Finland, France, Galicia, Georgian Germany, Greece, Gujarati, Haiti Creole, Hebrew, Hindi, Hmong, Hungary Iceland, Indonesia, Irish, Italian, Japan, Java, Kannada, Khmer, Korean, Lao Malay, Maltese, Marathi,
Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese , Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil Telugu, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese, Welsh, Yiddish New language added : Amharic, Burma, Chichewa, Corsica, Frisian, Hausa Hawaiian, Igbo, Kazakh, Kurdish, Kyrgyz, Luxembourg Malagasy, Malayalam,
Maori, Mongolia, Nepal Pashto, Punjabi, Samoa, Scots Gaelic, Sesotho, Shona Sindhi, Sinhala, Somali, Sundanese, Tajik Uzbek, Xhosa, Yoruba, Zulu Screenshot Download this app here or download this .apk file here Download open files Mac App Store A simple and intuitive translation app that helps you translate the
text in your photos, helping you translate your voice and recent translations. The interface design is clear and intuitive, it is a must have for your travel abroad, and a good helper for learning words. Come and try it! There are many surprises waiting for you. To unlock all features and content, Premium Membership offers
an automatic subscription option that renews:- The option to sign up for monthly payments.- Payment will be counted iTunes account when confirming purchase.- Subscriptions renew automatically unless auto-renewal is turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period.- The account will be to renew within
24 hours before the end of the current period and determine the cost of renewal.- Users can manage subscriptions and auto-renew may be turned off by going to the user's Account Settings after purchase.- Any unused portions during the free trial period, if provided, will be lost when a user purchases a subscription to
that publication, if any.- Privacy Policy: services: December 24, 2020 Version 2.1.6 Product Optimization based on feedback We HAVE NEVER REGISTERED THIS APPLICATION. After identifying unauthorized charges on our account, we notified Apple and reported them. This application does not rely on accurate
information to remove or cancel. Please Remove immedia Hello, we apologize for the trouble you have caused. Please read the relevant app description before using our app. Thank you. Force you to pay before seeing anything. Why would I want to sign up without seeing any features? I don't know how Apple approves
it. Hello, we're sorry for your experience, but our app has a 3-day free trial, which you can try before signing up. They immediately tell you to spend $20 to use this service. GOOGLE DOES THE SAME THING BETTER AND IS FREE. Avoid this app at all costs. Hello, if you find a deduction, it's because you signed up for
Language Translator-Easy &amp; Fast Professional Edition. If you don't terminate the trial, Apple will automatically renew the Language Translator-Easy &amp; Fast Professional Edition. You can cancel this subscription through the subscription settings on your device. Settings-iTunes &amp; App Store-Apple ID-View
Apple ID-Subscription-Manage to cancel. Refund requests need to be sent directly to Apple. The developer, Juan Zhang, points out that the app's security practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you
across apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected but not associated with your identity: Data diagnostic security practices that use purchase identifie numbers may vary, for example, based on features you use or your age. Learn More Privacy Policies that support apps Open Mac
App Store to buy and download apps. Translate words, phrases, sentences, and entire paragraphs of text between different languages using Googles language translation services. It can even detect your source language (except Chinese). Whether you want to learn a foreign language, fresh up your skills, travel foreign
or just curious web application this iPhone will help. Use the tong button to quickly flip the source and destination text. It's easy to create a new email with translated text. Support Afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Chinese (no automatic detection), Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English,
Estonian, Filipino, Finnish, French, Galicia, German, Greek, Jewish, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Irish, Islandic, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Malay , Maltese, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese, Welsh, Yiddish November 18, Version 2016 , but since there are many reviews say how it does not work and translations are wrong? Can I believe it? I also think it would be cool if you could hear how to say the translations, then you can advertise this app as a way to learn a lot of
languages. There are so many words, even really simple words, that it doesn't translate correctly. So it doesn't help that a person is serious about getting an accurate translation. For example, in Spanish, unos should be translated into some but not. It translates most, which is almost the opposite. If you want a reliable
source, buy a WEBSTER'S SPANISH NEW WORLD DICTIONARY. It's the only really reliable source, as web translators often don't work. I got one for about $15 at Target.Also, there should be different settings for Hispanic Americans and Spanish Spaniards (from Spain) because the notable means are different– which
everyone that actually speaks Spanish knows. Good morning. Can you please add Pashto to this app? I was on my way to Afghanistan with my unit and I was the soldier interpreter for my battery. I'm not 100% fluent yet and having Pashto on this app will help a lot. Can help me save some lives or at least help create
and maintain some good relationships between the locals we meet and ourselves. The Arabic here is great so far as I can tell. Thank you for your time. The developer, Piet Jonas, did not provide details on security practices and data processing to Apple. Developers will be asked to provide privacy details when they
submit their next app update. Website app support for World developers needs independent businesses. Learn more about the actions we are taking to address the impact of COVID-19 Experience a better way to translate stores and go multilingual No coding skills are needed, making your store multilingual within 2
minutes No need to manually translate stores, our app translates stores by language visitor country Add a global language in your store and display your product in the visitor language. Reach new customers in the world Translate and increase your sales Attract global visitors Quickly install non-encrypted translate and
make your store multilingual Best translation solution and easiest to translate your store, Easy Language Translate is an easy-to-use automated application store content using Google Machine Translate. Your visitors can read your content in their own language by simply selecting from the available options. The Easy
Language Translate app is a useful translation tool that allows you to translate text from over 100 different languages. It has some useful features such as automatic source language recognition The Easy Language Translate app automatically adds a customizable google translate utility at the top right of your user
screen. This allows visitors to translate your store content into any language and create your store. Bring your store to the global market today! Select the default language of the Website Support automatic translation Fully compatible with all shopify themes Easy to install and integrate easy to set up, including simple
settings with inline help that anyone can understand The language switch can customize Set the location of the language extensions Set the language utility templates Display Extensions Display Language Yes/No Add custom css 100+ available translation languages Display language with national flag Save visitor
language selection Select Default Language Store Quick and friendly support service to assist you To automatically translate your Store Language Translation store to your visitor country. You don't need to change the visitor country yourself. Our app automatically changes the primary language of the visitor country
Setting up simple Language Translation App is easy to set up, the seller does not require encryption. Just select the language, configure the settings, choose the location of the language extension, and save the settings. Now your store is ready to translate multilingual Discover how apps work in an example store. See
for example the Website Developer Privacy Policy support@joboapps.com 100 + Auto Translate Store Language Support Multiple Langauge Selector Layouts No need to Add the best Text Language translation app on the market! I am currently using this app and the transition between languages is very fast, this app is
very intuitive and works smoothly in our web. Setup is super easy, automatically translated as well as , Now, my site has mor more than 12 languages available. I'm using this app on my store to translate into multiple European languages. The support team is amazing, really helpful and responsive. I asked to change the
flag and they sorted it out for me immediately. I checked the translation into French and Italian, and although it's still not perfect, it is better than other translation applications I've looked at, and at a price I think it's perfect for a small, new business like me. Very smart and easy to use App! We've had problems with access
to the app, and the team fixed it very quickly. We try other applications, which may be more complete but with a lot of hassle with our theme code and do not support. So we gave up and started looking for a more solution Very beautiful and it works! The support team is very good! Shopify uses cookies to provide the
necessary website functionality and improve your experience. By using our website, you agree to our privacy policy and our cookie policy. Open in a new window
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